
Case Scenario
Child protective services has obtained a custody order on two siblings, Anna, age two and Robert  who is 10 days old.  
While conducting the family assessment, the worker received information from collateral sources and from Maria (the 
mother) that she had been struggling to provide care for her children due to her drug use for an extended period of time. 
Robert tested positive for cocaine and upon investigating, the agency found that Anna had been left unsupervised for 
extended periods and was inadequately cared for.  Maria has agreed to enter substance abuse treatment.  Maria broke up 
with Robert’s father shortly after she became pregnant and she says he is unaware that she was pregnant.  She has 
identified him, but the agency has been unable to locate him..  

Maria’s mother lives in California and was unable to take the children and no other relative has been located so the 
children have been placed together in the home of a licensed foster parent, Gina.    Although Gina was just licensed 
recently, she is aware of the importance of working in partnership with birth parents and maintaining family relationships.

• At this point what is the purpose of visitation?  For Anna?  For Robert? For Maria?

• How frequently should visitation occur?  For how long? What factors did you consider in saying this?

• Where should it occur?

• Who should be present?

• What preparation should Maria have?  Gina?  Anna?

• What would you as a clinician be looking for , if anything in a visit?

• What changes in visitation  would you expect in the next few weeks?

• What limitations/pre-conditions if any would you put on visitation?



Part 2

Anna and Robert have now been in Gina's care for six months.  Robert's father was located a 
couple of weeks ago and he is interested in obtaining custody of Robert only. His situation has not 
been assessed.  Maria's mother, in California says she still cannot care for the children, but would 
like to be part of their lives.  In the meantime the caseworker has discovered that Anna's father 
has another four year daughter who is with a foster family that plans to adopt her.  The girls have 
never met.
Maria still wants to reunify with both children and has made progress on her case plan and in 
dealing with her substance abuse issues.

• What is the purpose of visitation between Robert and his father?  How often should visits occur?  
Where?  Who should be present?

• What is the purpose of visitation between the children and Maria?  How often should visits 
occur?  Where?  Who should be present?

• Should sibling visits be arranged?  For what purpose?  Who should be present?

• Should visits with the grandmother be encouraged?  Why? Where?  Is Skype an option if the 
grandmother cannot visit in person?



Part 3
Two more months have passed.  Maria has relapsed once, but is back on course and will be looking for a job and an 
apartment in the hope that she will be reunified with her children within the next few months.  She and Gina have a good 
relationship and Gina has been supervising visits between her and the children, some of which have occurred at Gina’s 
home.  Gina has also supervised visits between Robert and his father.  Finally the two foster parents have arranged a 
couple of play dates for Anna and her sister.

Two requests are to be considered.  First, Robert’s father wants his mother, who lives in Reno, to take custody of Robert 
(but not Anna) with the understanding that he will eventually take custody himself.  His mother has not spent any time 
with either child.  Second, Maria’s mother has requested a home study and asked that both children move to California to 
be with her.  Gina would like the children to stay with her pending reunification with Maria.  Maria also wants the children 
stay with Gina until she is able to care for them herself.

What should the court consider in making the following decisions:

• Should Robert be placed with his paternal grandmother?

• Should Anna and/or Robert move to their maternal grandmother’s house?

• Should an ICPC request be initiated?

• What conditions, if any should be placed on either of these placements?

• What visitation should take place prior to either placement?



Today’s Discussion:
Eleven months have gone by Maria has completed her program and 
has been clean and sober for the past five months.  She has had 
unsupervised visits for two months and has spent time with Gina’s 
family.  Both the caseworker and Gina believe that Maria should 
reunify with both children.  She has completed her case plan and the 
caseworker believes that a plan can be developed to keep the children 
safe.  Robert’s paternal grandmother’s home has been approved and 
she would like to have custody.

• What should the court consider in deciding whether return is 
appropriate?

• What should a transition plan look like?  

• What, if any, role should Gina play in the transition plan?

• What, if any, role should Gina play after reunification?

• What about Robert’s father and his mother?


